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Abstract: Background. This study examined the effects of post-traumatic stress symptoms and
child–primary caregiver relationships on the ethnic identity of Yi ethnic minority adolescents (n = 550;
aged 13–18) in rural China over one school year. The moderating effect of caregivers’ relationships
over time and ethnic identity, and post-traumatic stress and ethnic identity, were investigated.
Methods. Participants completed two waves of the survey. Longitudinal multilevel modeling was
used. Results. (1) Ethnic identity exploration increased over time, while ethnic identity commitment
remained stable. (2) Post-traumatic stress symptoms led to high levels of ethnic identity exploration
and commitment. (3) Participants with distinct caregivers’ relationship patterns, i.e., secured, optimal,
deprived, and disengaged, differed in their ethnic identity exploration scores, but not in ethnic identity
commitment. (4) While the secured group scored highest in their ethnic identity development over
time, youths who felt disengaged with their caregivers showed the fastest rate of positive change
in their ethnic identity exploration. (5) Having a secured caregivers’ relationship weakened the
effect of post-traumatic stress on ethnic identity exploration. Conclusion. Practical implications for
the meaning of ethnic identity exploration, the promoting effect of caregivers’ relationships, and
the negative impact of post-traumatic stress among ethnic minority youths were discussed. Future
research directions were also proposed.

Keywords: ethnic identity development; post-traumatic stress symptoms; relationships with primary
caregivers; ethnic minority; adolescents; rural China

1. Introduction

Ethnic identity is a central part of the integral self of ethnic minority youths that
is conducive to positive adulthood outcomes, such as higher levels of self-efficacy and
self-esteem and lower levels of depressive symptoms and externalizing behaviors, in eth-
nic minority young people [1–3]. Using the experiences of Yi young people, this study
examined the ethnic identity development of native ethnic minority adolescents in rural
Chinese school settings who have experienced the traumatizing adversities of parental
loss, chronic poverty, and discrimination. In particular, we investigated the effects of
post-traumatic stress symptoms and child–primary caregiver relationships on their ethnic
identity development. In the following paper, we review Phinney’s ethnic identity develop-
ment theory and discuss how post-traumatic stress symptoms and child–primary caregiver
relationships are conceptualized to address ethnic identity. Then, we describe our study
participants, who are Yi adolescents in rural China. Drawing from the case studies of Yi
youths, this paper offers additional knowledge on other international ethnic minorities in
post-traumatic situations.
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1.1. Phinney’s Ethnic Identity Development Theory

Ethnic identity is a multifaceted concept of self, consisting of content and process
components [3,4]. “Content” refers to the beliefs and attitudes that ethnic minorities have
about their own ethnic group [3]. Feeling attached, belonging, and being committed to
one’s own ethnicity are the positive beliefs that are identified as strong ethnic identity
commitment [4–6]. “Process” refers to how these beliefs and attitudes toward one’s own
ethnic group are developed. Those with a high willingness to explore their ethnicity show
strong ethnic identity exploration [3]. The two factors of ethnic identity commitment and
ethnic identity exploration are the outcomes of interest in this study.

Phinney’s ethnic identity development theory [7] describes four distinct stages of
ethnic identity formation, namely:

1. Foreclosure—when individuals have little awareness of their ethnic identity;
2. Diffusion—when individuals start to form a sense of attachment with their ethnicities

without having understood the meaning of their ethnic group memberships in terms
of themselves;

3. Mortarium—when individuals engage in activities or discussions that allow them to
understand the wider meaning of their ethnicities; and

4. Ethnic identity achievement—when individuals develop a strong sense of ethnic identity,
marked by high levels of ethnic identity commitment and ethnic identity exploration.

The stage of mortarium most commonly takes place during adolescence [8,9], when
ethnic minority young people experience the anxiety-provoking process of internalizing
the good and bad elements of their ethnicities, including practices and beliefs that may
contradict the prevailing modern values [10]. When ethnic minority individuals resolve
the conflict stage of their identity search, they are said to have reached ethnic identity
achievement [4,10,11].

The formation of ethnic identity varies according to different socio-cultural contexts [3,9,12].
For example, using the multilevel growth modeling technique, Pahl and Way [9] found
that Black adolescents experienced a faster growth rate in their identity exploration than
Latinos in the United States. However, in other research among multi-ethnic groups in
the US, growth modeling analysis showed that their ethnic identity exploration remained
stable [12,13]. A study on American Indian high-school students also showed no change in
their ethnic identity over time using latent growth analysis [14].

These mixed findings could be explained by the different collective experiences of
distinct ethnic groups [9,12]. Ethnic groups who experience high levels of oppression in
mainstream society might develop a solid ethnic identity to protect themselves from the
damaging effects of discrimination [7,15]. Taking Black adolescents as an example, the
collective ancestral trauma of slavery might have triggered their defensive mechanism
to make them actively look for positive information about their race, developing a sense
of Black pride to feel better about themselves and their situation [15–17]. On the other
hand, even though American Indians also experienced the trauma of racial and historical
oppression and colonialization, their loss of cultural identity might have demotivated
them to search for the meaning of being American Indians [18]. Currently, this field of
study is still accruing new knowledge about the concept of ethnic identity in non-Western
settings, especially among ethnic minorities who have experienced collective ethnicity-
related adversities [16]. For this article, we adopted multilevel growth modeling analysis [9]
and used Yi adolescents in rural China as an example to examine the development of their
ethnic identity exploration and commitment over time.

1.2. Effect of Post-Traumatic Stress on Ethnic Identity

The ethnic identity development theory postulates a positive relationship between
post-traumatic stress and ethnic identity [7,15]. Traumatized ethnic minority individuals es-
tablish a strong sense of ethnic identity as a psychological defense against developing poor
emotional and mental health outcomes [7,15]. Attachment to their own ethnic community
and receiving positive reinforcement about their own ethnicity offered a protective effect to
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those who experienced high levels of stress symptoms [7,15]. This argument echoes our
earlier discussion on the variation in ethnic identity development trajectories among differ-
ent ethnic or racial groups, as explained by their distinctive collective experiences of being
oppressed and discriminated against as a cultural group [9,12]. Among racially diverse
undergraduate students in the United States, a positive association was found between
ethnic identity and post-traumatic symptoms in the context of racism-related stress [19].
Aymara indigenous adolescents in Chile who have experienced poverty, oppression, and
cultural loss were also found to have higher levels of ethnic identity exploration than
non-indigenous youths [20]. In aboriginal children in Australia, positive feelings toward
their cultural group protected them against the negative impact of racial oppression [21].
To date, few studies have examined post-traumatic stress and ethnic identity in other native
ethnic minority groups in Asia who have undergone similar adversities. In line with the
existing findings and using Yi youths in rural China as an example, this research examined
the association between post-traumatic stress and ethnic identity.

1.3. Effect of Primary Caregiver Relationships on Ethnic Identity

A primary caregiver is an immediate person who shapes the ethnic identity forma-
tion of ethnic minority adolescents [1]. Previous multi-ethnic studies have shown that
ethnic minority adolescents who received higher levels of parental support developed
a stronger sense of ethnic identity [22,23]. Longitudinal studies also found that positive
parental support and parent-child relationships were associated with a stronger sense
of ethnic identity in adolescents of different ethnic minorities in the US [12,24]. On the
other hand, parent-child conflict correlated with a weaker sense of ethnic identity among
multi-ethnic/racial groups in the US [23]. Findings regarding the effect of child–primary
caregiver relationships and ethnic identity are limited among indigenous minority youths
who have undergone racial oppression and cultural loss. The authors identified one study
showing a positive association between relationships with family members and ethnic
identity in Maori adolescents in New Zealand, who experienced the collective trauma of
poverty, historical loss, and structural racism [25,26]. To offer additional evidence on the
effect of child–primary caregiver relationships on ethnic identity, this article used multilevel
modeling analysis to examine this association among Yi ethnic minority youths in rural
China. In particular, we contributed new knowledge by examining whether child–primary
caregiver relationships moderated (i) the effect of time on ethnic identity and (ii) the effect
of post-traumatic stress on ethnic identity.

The positive effect of primary caregivers’ relationships on ethnic identity can be ex-
plained by the attachment theory [27]. This theory states that young children form schemas
of relationship representations with their primary caregivers, which later influence their
outlook on the world [28]. Those who develop a secure relationship with their caregivers
tend to see the world as a safe place and will naturally be more willing to explore the world,
develop better emotional regulation strategies and, thus, demonstrate better adulthood
outcomes [27,28]. As ethnic identity constitutes a part of the self-perception of ethnic
minority individuals [4], it makes sense that those with better relationships with their
caregivers develop a stronger sense of ethnic identity. The sense of attachment to primary
caregivers was operationalized into the dimensions of emotional quality and psychological
proximity-seeking [29]. Emotional quality included both positive and negative emotions
toward caregivers [29]. Proximity-seeking reflected young people’s desire to get emotion-
ally closer to their caregivers. From these two dimensions, four patterns of child-primary
caregiver relationships were identified [29]: optimal, i.e., high in emotional quality and low
in proximity-seeking; disengaged, i.e., low in both dimensions; confused, i.e., high in both
dimensions; and deprived, i.e., low in emotional quality but high in proximity-seeking.
Those with optimal relationships were referred to as having a secure attachment with their
primary caregivers, while the disengaged, confused, and deprived groups were regarded
as having an insecure attachment. These fours patterns were adapted to categorize the
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relationship patterns with primary caregivers among the participants of this research,
i.e., Yi youths.

1.4. Context of This Research: The Case of the Yi Ethnic Minority in Rural China

China has 56 ethnic groups, with Han being the ethnic majority, constituting 91% of
the total population [30]. The remaining 9% are defined as being ethnic minorities who
are also the indigenous population [30]. The Yi is the sixth-largest native ethnic minority
group in the southwestern part of China [31], with most of them living in the Liangshan Yi
Autonomous Prefecture (Liangshan) [32]. Liangshan is one of the 14 most impoverished
rural regions identified by China in 2012 [31]. Similar to indigenous young people in
other parts of the world, the Yi are isolated in their remote mountainous regions and have
suffered from cultural loss associated with their history of oppression from the majority
Han ethnic group [33]. Due to rural Liangshan’s arid climate and inaccessibility, Yi youths
grow up in extreme poverty with few necessities, such as food, clean water, and proper
shelter [33].

On top of that, many young Yi people have experienced parental loss. Approximately
40% of them lost at least one of their parents, according to a survey conducted among
328 Yi children in 2009 [34]. Experiences of parental loss among Yi young people are pri-
marily due to poor health and unexpected injuries/fatalities in the hazardous mountainous
region [34,35]. In earlier years, the high incidence of HIV/AIDS infection in Liangshan was
also a contributing factor [36–38]. Located along a major drug route between the Golden Tri-
angle area and Mainland China, Liangshan was a convenient location for heroin smuggling.
Many deprived Yi people carried drugs for fast cash, and some became drug users [38,39].
As Yi people had limited access to proper public health and medical facilities, intravenous
drug use and needle-sharing led to cases of HIV contraction, which slowly developed into
AIDS, resulting in their deaths [36–39]. The combination of poverty, parental loss, drug
abuse, and the HIV/AIDS pandemic in the area thus became a collective trauma of the
Yi people.

Yi orphans are often adopted by their grandparents or relatives [40]. Primary care-
givers play a vital role in the positive psychosocial development of Yi youths, with earlier
research indicating their positive effect on Yi children’s social skills development [34].
Building on this evidence, it is worthwhile to investigate positive primary caregivers as a
family asset to promote the well-being of Yi orphans.

Schools also play a role in enhancing the positive outcomes of young Yi people. Cur-
rently, the local Liangshan government collaborates with various non-profit organizations
to sponsor the boarding fees of Yi children [33,37,41,42]. This collaboration provides Yi chil-
dren with a safe and convenient learning environment, negating the need to travel between
their remote villages and schools. To further promote learning opportunities for Yi girls,
additional support is given to set up all-female classes [43]. Findings on Yi primary-school
children showed that they developed positive social skills, behavioral health, and academic
motivation after attending the local schools [34,44]. However, these students’ sense of
ethnic identity declined over time [45]. The rural education curriculum focuses on aca-
demic excellence and preparing students to survive in the Han-driven economy, resulting
in school management placing a lower priority on the teachings of ethnic minority culture
and traditions [46–48]. Such an experience is similar to that of the indigenous populations
in Western societies [17,26]. Furthermore, studies showed that young persons from the
Yi ethnic minority perceived their own culture as inferior and un-modernized/backward
compared to the Han majority, due to their experiences of poverty and the HIV/AIDS
pandemic [49,50]. Being disdained in Han-dominated school settings, it makes sense that
Yi primary-school children may have lost the connection to their ethnic roots and become
ambivalent regarding understanding their ethnic culture [8].

As ethnic identity is an integral part of the sense of self in ethnic minorities [2], it
is vital to promote ethnic minority and indigenous students’ attachment to their ethnic
group. Currently, additional evidence is needed to capture the factors associated with
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their ethnic identity. Like other indigenous youths in the international context, Yi youths
also experienced the collective trauma of poverty, discrimination, and cultural loss. In
addition, they suffered from parental loss. Using Yi youths as a case study of the experience
of indigenous young people in non-Western regions, this study examines the effects of
post-traumatic stress symptoms and child–primary caregiver relationships on their ethnic
identity development in rural Chinese school settings. We also focused on understanding
how relational quality with primary caregivers affected the Yi’s ethnic identity development
over time and how it could ameliorate the potential impact of post-traumatic stress.

1.5. Purpose of the Study

In line with the existing literature and theories, this study aimed to understand the ef-
fects of (1) post-traumatic stress symptoms and (2) child–primary caregiver relationships on
the ethnic identity development of Yi adolescents (Figure 1). We hypothesized that the eth-
nic identity exploration and ethnic identity commitment of Yi adolescents would positively
change over time (Hypotheses 1.1. and 1.2). High levels of post-traumatic stress would
lead to high levels of ethnic identity exploration and commitment (Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2).
Better child-primary caregiver relationships would increase ethnic identity exploration
and ethnic identity commitment scores (Hypotheses 3.1. and 3.2). The rate of change in
ethnic identity exploration and ethnic identity commitment would differ among those with
high versus low levels of post-traumatic stress (Hypotheses 4.1 and 4.2). Child–primary
caregiver relationships would moderate the effect of post-traumatic stress on ethnic identity
exploration and ethnic identity commitment (Hypotheses 5.1 and 5.2). The hypotheses were:
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Figure 1. Conceptual model.

Hypothesis 1.1. The index of time had a positive effect on ethnic identity exploration.

Hypothesis 1.2. The index of time had a positive effect on ethnic identity committment.

Hypothesis 2.1. Post-traumatic stress had a positive effect on ethnic identity exploration.

Hypothesis 2.2. Post-traumatic stress had a positive effect on ethnic identity committment.

Hypothesis 3.1. Child-primary caregiver relationships had a positive effect on ethnic identity exploration.

Hypothesis 3.2. Child-primary caregiver relationships had a positive effect on ethnic identity commitment.

Hypothesis 4.1. The rate of change in ethnic identity exploration over time differed among those
with high versus low post traumatic stress symptoms.

Hypothesis 4.2. The rate of change in ethnic identity commitment over time differed among those
with high versus low post traumatic stress symptoms.
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Hypothesis 5.1. Child–primary caregiver relationships moderated the effect of post-traumatic
stress on ethnic identity exploration.

Hypothesis 5.2. Child–primary caregiver relationships moderated the effect of post-traumatic
stress on ethnic identity commitment.

2. Methods

This research was part of a more extensive three-year longitudinal study on the
psychological health development of Yi adolescents in rural China between 2018 and 2020,
with three data waves. We utilized data from waves 1 and 2 of the project to investigate
the ethnic identity of Yi adolescents over one school year period, between September
2018 and May 2019. The third wave of data was not included in the current analysis
because information on ethnic identity was not collected in the last wave. The research
team was advised by the school management not to survey ethnic identity information
before the third wave of data collection commenced. A longitudinal quantitative design
was employed, and the research was conducted with the support of a local community
organization serving Yi young people in Liangshan.

2.1. Participants and Sampling

Participants (n = 550) were Yi adolescents from five local secondary schools across
12 classes in Liangshan. A multistage sampling approach was employed. In stage 1,
random sampling was used to select five out of the eight schools recommended by the local
community organization. In stage 2, one class of students was randomly selected from
each secondary level (i.e., grades 7 to 9) in each participating school to complete the survey.
A total of 15 classes of students were selected, and the research team managed to collect
information from 12 out of 15 classes. We did not survey the remaining three classes of
students due to clashes with their lesson schedules. All students from the 12 classes were
invited to fill out the survey. All of the Yi adolescents were boarding at the participating
schools during the time of the study.

2.2. Procedures

Ethical approval was sought from the Human Research Ethics Committee of the cor-
responding university. The research team administered all surveys in classroom settings
during a school visit that was jointly organized by the local government and the collaborat-
ing community organization. We contacted the school to seek management approval in
administering the survey ahead of time. During survey administration, the team explained
the purposes of the research, potential benefits, and risks of filling out the survey to the
teachers in charge and the students in the classrooms. The team also emphasized that
participation was voluntary and that students could withdraw from filling out the survey
at any time. Informed consent was then obtained from all participating students and their
guardians before the study. After the survey was administered, the research team gave a
small gift to each participant as a token of appreciation.

2.3. Measurements

Standardized scales were used to assess the variables of ethnic identity, post-traumatic
stress, and child–primary caregiver relationships. All questionnaires were translated into
Chinese and then back-translated into English to check for consistency before adminis-
tration. We evaluated the measurement properties of all the scales with the current data
before subsequent statistical analysis. The covariates were: perceived classmate support,
parental loss (at least one parental loss = 1; no loss = 0), gender (male = 0; female = 1) and
age. Perceived classmate support was a continuous variable measured using a five-item
classmate support scale (α = 0.71) [51].
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2.3.1. Ethnic Identity

The self-reporting Chinese version of the multi-group ethnic identity measure was
used to assess participants’ ethnic identity [5,45]. The measure consisted of two subscales,
using 12 items representing the constructs of ethnic identity-exploration and ethnic identity-
commitment on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 4 = strongly agree). The total
score was generated by summing up the relevant subscale scores, where a higher score
indicated a higher level of ethnic identity exploration or ethnic identity commitment.
The two-factor scale demonstrated satisfactory construct validity with the current data
(CFI/TFL = 0.94/0.93; SRMR = 0.04; RMSEA = 0.05). There were 5 items regarding the
component of ethnic identity exploration, yielding a scoring range of 5 to 20, and 7 items
representing ethnic identity commitment, thus generating a scoring range of 7 to 28. The
internal consistency for ethnic identity exploration (Wave 1 α = 0.60; Wave 2 α = 0.64)
and ethnic identity commitment (Wave 1 α = 0.76; Wave 2 α = 0.76), based on the current
sample, was also acceptable.

2.3.2. Post-Traumatic Stress Symptoms

Post-traumatic stress was evaluated using the Children’s Revised Impact of Event
Scale–8 (CRIES) [52]. In this eight-item scale, the young participants were first asked to
recall a significant event that impacted them. Then they were asked to rate their stress
symptoms in the past two weeks regarding this specific negative event. The scale was
measured with a 4-point Likert scale (none = 0, rarely = 1, sometimes = 3, and a lot = 4).
Summing all responses generated a total score, yielding a scoring range of 0 to 32. A
higher score represented a higher level of post-traumatic symptoms. The scale also had
a recommended cut-off point: those who scored 17 or above were suggested as having
the risk of developing post-traumatic stress disorder [53]. The scale positively correlated
with depression and anxiety among Chinese adolescents after the Sichuan earthquake in
2008 [53]. Confirmatory factor analysis with the current data demonstrated good construct
validity (CFI/TLI 0.97/0.95; SRMR = 0.032; RMESA = 0.05). The internal consistency of all
the eight items with the current sample was also satisfactory (α = 0.75).

2.3.3. Primary Caregiver Relationships

The self-reported relatedness questionnaire was used for this study [29]. The question-
naire consists of 17 questions designed to assess young people’s sense of relatedness to
significant people in their lives. We tailored the scale to measure our participants’ sense
of relatedness toward their primary caregivers for the purposes of this study. Before
answering the questions, participants first identified their primary caregiver, i.e., father,
mother, grandparent, relative, or a non-relative/guardian. The remaining 16-item ques-
tionnaire had three subscales: positive emotional quality (6 items), negative emotional
quality (5 items), and psychological proximity-seeking (5 items). All items were rated on a
4-point Likert scale. The total subscale score was calculated by summing up the responses,
i.e.,: positive emotional quality, ranging from 6 to 24; negative emotional quality, ranging
from 5 to 20; and psychological proximity-seeking, ranging from 5 to 20. The questionnaire
demonstrated good construct validity with the current sample, yielding a three-factor
model, i.e., positive emotional quality, negative emotional quality, and proximity-seeking
(CFI/TLI = 0.93/0.92; SRMR = 0.04; RMSEA = 0.05). The internal consistency of the three
subscales was also acceptable with the current data (positive emotional quality α = 0.73;
negative emotional quality α = 0.82; proximity-seeking α = 0.65).

Although proximity-seeking was initially considered a negative dimension that in-
dicated inadequate positive interactions with primary caregivers [29], the circumstances
might differ for Yi ethnic minority adolescents. It was natural for Yi youths living in board-
ing schools away from home to desire emotional closeness with their primary caregivers,
with whom they shared a good relationship. Furthermore, the collective orientation of
ethnic minority groups might encourage Yi young people to continue to be emotionally
attached to their primary caregivers, even after they enter adolescence [54]. Hence, seeking
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emotional closeness with primary caregivers might be an adaptive form of attachment
among Yi adolescents. Confirmatory factor analysis with the current data showed that
proximity-seeking correlated positively with positive emotional quality and negatively with
negative emotional quality. In this study, we assumed that a high level of proximity-seeking
was only adaptive when coupled with a high level of positive emotional quality. Individ-
uals with low levels of positive emotional quality yet high levels of proximity-seeking,
i.e., the deprived group, were still considered to have a negative relationship with their
primary caregivers. Following this logic, the four categories of relationship patterns in the
current participants were redefined as:

1. secured, representing high levels of proximity-seeking and positive emotional quality;
2. optimal, representing low levels of proximity-seeking and high levels of positive

emotional quality;
3. deprived, representing high levels of proximity-seeking and low levels of positive

emotional quality; and
4. disengaged, representing low levels of both proximity-seeking and positive emotional quality.

2.4. Data Analysis

Two multilevel models were built to examine the changes in ethnic identity explo-
ration and ethnic identity commitment across time. We used the multilevel approach to
account for the resemblance in responses from the same participant in the two data waves.
Analyses were conducted in RStudio (IDE), using the lme4 package [55]. A restricted
maximum-likelihood estimator was used to estimate the variance components in the mod-
els. Exploratory analysis was first conducted to obtain the value of intra-class correlation
(ICC) based on the null model, and the intercept-varying model was built.

After completing the exploratory model-building analysis, the main and interaction effect
models were established accordingly. In the main effect model, time (Wave 1 vs. Wave 2),
the three relatedness subscales (i.e., proximity-seeking, positive relationships, and negative
relationships toward caregivers), and post-traumatic stress were the predictors. Parental loss,
perceived classmate support, age, and gender were covariates. All predictors and covariates
were time-invariant variables as measured in Wave 1. The outcomes of ethnic identity
exploration and ethnic identity commitment were time-varying variables, measured in two
data waves.

The two-way interaction between the emotional quality and proximity-seeking di-
mensions of child–primary caregiver relationships was further investigated. The effects of
the four distinct relationship patterns—secured, optimal, deprived, and disengaged—on
ethnic identity were examined in the two-way interaction effect model. Two additional
three-way interaction models were then built. First, a three-way interaction among the
indexes of time, emotional quality, and proximity-seeking was established to examine if
participants with distinct primary caregiver relationship patterns demonstrated different
rates of change in their ethnic identity over time. Second, a three-way interaction between
post-traumatic stress, emotional quality, and proximity seeking was established to examine
if these different relationship patterns moderated the effect of post-traumatic stress on
ethnic identity.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Statistics

Participants (n = 554) were all Yi adolescents between 13 and 18 years (x = 14.87;
sd = 1.28). Table 1 present the descriptive statistics of the variables. Among them, 139 re-
ported as male (28.09%), while 415 reported as female (74.91%). The high percentage of
female participants was related to community initiatives supporting more female Yi adoles-
cents in receiving an education. All participants were studying in grades 7 to 9 during the
time of the study (secondary one n = 192; secondary two n = 230; secondary three n = 132).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of variables used in linear mixed models.

Wave N (%) Mean SD Range

Time-varying outcomes

Ethnic identity exploration 1 552 14.91 2.04 8–20
2 501 15.28 1.99 7–20

Ethnic identity commitment 1 552 22.44 2.80 13–28
2 499 22.58 2.76 14–28

Time invariant predictors
Positive emotional quality 1 549 20.76 2.47 12–24
Negative emotional quality 1 550 7.36 2.53 5–20
Proximity-seeking 1 551 16.49 1.94 10–20
Post-traumatic stress symptoms 1 551 22.32 4.24 8–32
Covariates
Parental loss 1 554

No 457
(82.49%)

Yes 97
(17.51%)

Gender 1 554

Male 139
(25.09%)

Female 415
(74.91%)

Age 1 550 14.87 1.28 13–18

An overwhelming 73.5% of the respondents were categorized as having a high risk of
PTSD based on CRIES-8, with students (n = 537) identifying their sources of stress (Table 2).
Academic worry was the most common stress factor (32.6%), followed by peer-related
conflict in school settings (23.2%). Two stressors were of particular relevance to the Yi
context: death-related stress (9.4%) and health burden-related stress (13.4%). These two
stressors might be associated with the Yi’s encounters with the HIV/AIDs pandemic and
poverty, leading to their families’ and friends’ poor physical health and even death.

Table 2. Sources of stress identified by participants in CRIES.

Sources of Stress/Context Family School Individual Total

Death-related (death of family members and friends) 46 5 NA 51
Health burden-related (family members’ poor health, friends’ poor health, poor
personal health) 38 3 31 72

Material-related (family economic hardship, loss of personal
possessions/money) 3 NA 14 17

Relationship-related (conflict/feeling neglected by family members or friends) 30 125 NA 155
Teacher-related (criticized by a teacher, conflict with a teacher) NA 9 NA 9
Bullied by schoolmates NA 6 NA 6
Academic-related NA 175 NA 175
Poor self-reported emotional/psychological health NA NA 17 17
Non-specific events (e.g., “Generally, I feel stressed”) 4 0 4 8
Others 5 1 21 27
Total 126 324 87 537

Note. NA = not applicable.

3.2. Exploratory Analysis for Model Building

Values of the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), calculated based on the Null
Model 0a and Null Model 0b, were 0.46 and 0.50, respectively (Table 3). The values sug-
gested that approximately 46% of the variance in ethnic identity exploration was associated
with individual differences, while 50% of the variance in ethnic identity commitment was
associated with individual differences (Table 3). The relatively high ICC values suggested
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potential intercorrelation effects between the two waves of responses in the ethnic iden-
tity exploration and ethnic identity commitment models. As such, a multilevel model
was needed.

Table 3. Multilevel models of ethnic identity exploration and commitment over time.

Ethnic Identity Exploration Ethnic Identity Commitment

Fixed Effects Model 0a
(Null Model)

Model 1a
(Intercept-Varying)

Model 0b
(Null Model)

Model 1b
(Intercept-Varying)

b SE t b SE t b SE t b SE t

Intercept 15.10 * 0.07 205.3 14.47 * 0.15 93.85 22.53 * 0.10 221.6 22.30 * 0.21 105.64
Wave 0.43 * 0.09 4.66 0.15 0.12 1.26
Random Effects σ2 Std. Dev σ2 Std. Dev σ2 Std. Dev σ2 Std. Dev

Intercept
(student) 1.94 1.39 2.04 1.43 3.89 1.97 3.89 1.97

Residual 2.20 1.48 2.08 1.44 3.89 1.97 3.87 1.97
Model Fit −2LL −2LL −2LL −2LL

−2185.5 −2175.0 −2503 −2503
χ2 χ2

Comparison of Model 0 to Model 1 21.00 * 1.60

Note: * p < 0.05.

3.3. Main and Interaction Effects Model

The main effect and interaction effect models of ethnic identity exploration and ethnic
identity commitment are presented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Table 4. Coefficients for factors affecting ethnic identity exploration (n = 544).

Model 2a
Main Effects only

Model 3a
2-Way Interaction

Model 4a
3-Way Interaction

Model 5a
3-Way Interaction

Fixed Effects b SE t b SE t b SE t b SE t

(Intercept) 4.92 * 1.23 4.00 15.68 * 4.74 3.31 14.16 * 4.76 2.98 14.26 * 4.75 3.00
Age 0.09 0.06 1.53 0.09 0.06 1.62 0.09 0.06 1.64 0.09 0.06 1.62
Gender (female = 1) −0.24 0.17 −1.43 −0.20 0.17 −1.18 −0.21 0.17 −1.24 −0.20 0.17 −1.20
Time 0.43 * 0.09 4.58 0.44 * 0.09 4.62 1.83 * 0.49 3.72 0.43 * 0.09 4.53
Traumatic stress 0.06 * 0.02 3.60 0.06 * 0.02 3.47 0.06 * 0.02 3.35 0.25 * 0.08 3.05
Positive emotional quality 0.11 * 0.04 3.07 −0.41 0.22 −1.82 −0.42 0.22 −1.90 −0.53 * 0.23 −2.34
Negative emotional quality 0.04 0.03 1.22 0.04 0.03 1.13 0.03 0.03 1.07 0.03 0.03 1.02
Proximity-seeking 0.18 * 0.04 4.11 −0.50 0.29 −1.70 −0.52 0.29 −1.79 −0.66 * 0.30 −2.22
Parental loss (Yes = 1) −0.36 0.19 −1.91 −0.38 * 0.19 −2.01 −0.37 0.19 −1.95 −0.39 * 0.19 −2.07
Classmate support 0.09 * 0.03 3.06 0.09 * 0.03 3.06 0.09 * 0.03 3.09 0.09 * 0.03 3.08
Positive emotional quality × Proximity-seeking 0.03 * 0.01 2.35 0.04 * 0.01 2.81 0.05 * 0.02 3.26
Time × Positive emotional quality × Proximity-seeking >−0.01 * < 0.01 −2.88
Traumatic stress × Positive emotional quality × Proximity-seeking <0.01 * < 0.01 −2.36
Random Effects σ * Std. Dev σ * Std. Dev σ * Std. Dev σ * Std. Dev

Intercept (individual) 1.58 1.26 1.55 1.24 1.56 1.25 1.51 1.23
Residual 2.09 1.44 2.09 1.45 2.06 1.44 2.10 1.45

* p < 0.05.

3.3.1. Ethnic Identity Exploration

The main effect model (Model 2a) indicated that time positively affected ethnic identity
exploration, showing a significant increase in ethnic identity exploration between the two
data waves, supporting Hypothesis 1.1. Higher post-traumatic stress was associated with
higher ethnic identity exploration, supporting Hypothesis 2.1. Higher positive emotional
quality and proximity-seeking also predicted higher ethnic identity exploration, which
offered evidence for us to further test the interaction effect between these two dimensions,
i.e., Hypothesis 3.1. No statistically significant result was observed for negative emotional
quality with the caregivers. For the covariates, those who experienced the loss of their
parent(s) exhibited lower scores in their ethnic identity exploration. No age and gender
effects were found.

Model 3a was the two-way interaction effect model between positive emotional quality
and proximity-seeking, corresponding to Hypothesis 3.1 (Table 3). Time and post-traumatic
stress levels continued to be statistically significant predictors. A significant interaction
effect was found between positive emotional quality and proximity-seeking, supporting
Hypothesis 3.1. The interaction effect between negative emotional quality and proximity-
seeking was not examined because negative emotional quality was not a statistically
significant predictor in the main effect model. Figure 2 shows the participants’ ethnic
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identity exploration scores, demonstrating four distinct relatedness patterns with their
primary caregivers. The association between child–primary caregiver relationships and
ethnic identity exploration resembled a U-shape. Those who had the best, i.e., secured,
and worst, i.e., disengaged, relationships with their caregivers showed the highest and
second-highest scores, respectively. The optimal and deprived groups scored approximately
the same.

Table 5. Coefficients for factors affecting ethnic identity commitment (n = 544).

Model 2b
Main Effects Only

Model 3b
2-Way Interaction

Fixed Effects b S.E. t b S.E. t

(Intercept) 9.10 * 1.59 5.73 14.09 8.54 1.65
Age 0.15 * 0.07 2.08 0.15 * 0.07 2.09
Gender (female = 1) 0.32 0.22 1.45 0.35 0.22 1.55
Time 0.07 0.13 0.54 0.07 0.13 0.57
Traumatic stress 0.06 * 0.02 2.50 0.05 * 0.02 2.34
Positive emotional quality 0.21 * 0.05 4.33 −0.14 0.33 −0.41
Negative emotional quality −0.09 * 0.04 −2.11 0.21 0.37 0.57
Proximity-seeking 0.19 * 0.06 3.21 −0.15 0.52 −0.28
Parental loss (Yes = 1) −0.34 0.24 −1.39 −0.37 0.24 −1.50
Classmate support 0.18 * 0.04 4.73 0.18 * 0.04 4.75
Positive emotional quality × proximity-seeking 0.02 0.02 1.09
Negative emotional quality × proximity-seeking −0.02 0.02 −0.82
Random Effects σ2 Std. Dev σ2 Std. Dev

Intercept (individual) 2.41 1.55 2.39 1.55
Residuals 3.89 1.97 3.90 1.97

* p < 0.05.
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Figure 2. Ethnic identity exploration scores, according to primary caregiver relationship categories.

Model 4a and Model 5a illustrated the findings of the three-way interaction effect
models, i.e., time × positive emotional quality × proximity-seeking, and post-traumatic
stress × positive emotional quality * proximity-seeking.

The three-wave interaction effect among time, positive emotional quality, and proximity-
seeking were statistically significant (b = −0.004), supporting Hypothesis 4.1. Figure 3
shows the different rates of change in ethnic identity exploration among the four primary
patterns of caregiver relationships. The beta value of time was highest for the disengaged
group compared to students with other primary caregiver relationship patterns, suggesting
that the disengaged group showed the fastest increase in their ethnic identity exploration
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over time. The beta value of time was negative and was smallest for the secured group:
the ethnic identity exploration scores tended to drop over time at a slow rate. However,
the ethnic identity exploration score for the secured group was higher than the disengaged
group over the two waves. The beta values were the same for both optimal and deprived
groups. The optimal group scored consistently slightly higher in their ethnic identity
exploration than the disengaged group over the two data waves.
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Figure 3. Interaction effects of time and relationship patterns with caregivers on ethnic identity exploration.

The three-way interaction effect among post-traumatic stress, positive emotional
quality, and proximity-seeking was statistically significant (b = −0.0005), supporting
Hypothesis 5.1. Figure 4 shows an association between post-traumatic stress (Wave 1)
and ethnic identity exploration (Wave 2) according to the participants’ relationship patterns
with their caregivers. Higher levels of post-traumatic stress were associated with higher
levels of ethnic identity exploration in the optimal, deprived, and disengaged groups. The
strengths of the associations between post-traumatic stress and ethnic identity exploration
differed among these three categories. Those who belonged to the disengaged group
showed the strongest positive association (trauma b = 0.18), while the optimal and deprived
groups also showed a positive but weaker strength of association (trauma b = 0.12 for both
groups). For the secured group, the relationship between post-traumatic stress and ethnic
identity exploration was negative yet minimal (b = −0.01).

3.3.2. Ethnic Identity Commitment

The main effect model (Model 2b) indicated no significant change in ethnic iden-
tity commitment between the two data waves (Table 4), thus rejecting Hypothesis 1.2.
Higher levels of post-traumatic stress predicted higher ethnic identity commitment in
both data waves, supporting Hypothesis 2.2. The effect of parental loss was not statis-
tically significant. Positive emotional quality and proximity-seeking positively affected
ethnic identity commitment, and negative emotional quality negatively affected ethnic
identity commitment.

Model 3b is the two-way interaction effect model, interacting the dimensions of care-
givers’ relatedness: (1) positive emotional quality and proximity-seeking and (2) negative
emotional quality and proximity-seeking (Table 4). When these two interaction effects were
added into the main effects model, only post-traumatic stress and age remained as being
statistically significant predictors. As such, Hypothesis 3.2 was rejected, and no further
analysis was conducted to test subsequent hypotheses.
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4. Discussion

This study examined the effects of post-traumatic stress and child–primary caregiver
relationships on ethnic identity exploration and ethnic identity commitment among Yi
adolescents from rural China in two data waves. The key findings were: (1) ethnic identity
exploration increased over time, but commitment remained unchanged. (2) Post-traumatic
stress symptoms positively affected ethnic identity exploration and ethnic identity com-
mitment. (3) The association between child–primary caregiver relationships and ethnic
identity exploration resembled a U-shape: Those who scored highest and lowest on their
positive emotion quality and proximity-seeking with their caregivers, i.e., secured versus
disengaged, showed the highest and second-highest ethnic identity exploration scores.
(4) Participants who belonged to the disengaged group showed the fastest positive change
in ethnic identity development over time, while the secured group showed a weak negative
change. (5) A positive caregivers’ relationship attenuated the effects of post-traumatic stress
on ethnic identity exploration.

4.1. Key Finding 1: Ethnic Identity Development in Yi Adolescents

Yi adolescents’ ethnic identity exploration increased during the school year, while
ethnic identity commitment remained unchanged. During adolescence, young people start
their journey on the quest for a sense of self, and for ethnic minorities, this also includes
their search for ethnic identity [5]. On the other hand, ethnic identity commitment can be
relatively stable during adolescence [3]. Individuals’ sense of attachment to their ethnic
group may become stronger once they complete their search for the meaning of their
ethnicity [4].

Interestingly, earlier findings on younger Yi youths indicated a decline in their ethnic
identity exploration and commitment [45]. This discrepancy may be explained by the
distinct developmental stages of childhood versus adolescence: at earlier developmental
stages, Yi young people may not be aware of their ethnic distinctiveness [7]. Hence, when
placed in Han-driven school settings, they may have gradually lost their connection to
their ethnic roots. As they enter adolescence, they become more self-aware. Their need to
understand and derive their unique cultural identity and their desire to be attached to a
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specific community propel them to engage in ethnic identity exploration behaviors [9]. Fu-
ture longitudinal research that includes ethnic minority youths at different developmental
stages in rural China and that considers their social context, e.g., in the village community,
in Han-dominated school settings, or in more culturally diverse tertiary school settings,
will provide additional empirical evidence mapping their ethnic identity trajectories.

Compared with the ethnic identity development of other ethnic or racial minorities,
our findings are consistent with the experiences of Black Americans, who show an increase
in their ethnic identity exploration over time [9]. The shared ethnic experiences of racism
may have motivated these young people to actively search for the meaning of their eth-
nicities, compared to other ethnic groups who encountered less oppression. On the other
hand, ethnic or indigenous minorities who experienced intense cultural and historical
loss, e.g., American Indians, may be demotivated to search for their cultural identities
because they are disconnected from their roots [14,17]. Our findings suggest that, while
experiencing the collective ethnic trauma of poverty and discrimination, Yi adolescents are
still attached to their ethnicity and are willing to explore its meaning.

4.2. Key Finding 2: Effect of Post-Traumatic Stress on Ethnic Identity

With approximately 73.5% of the Yi participants displaying post-traumatic risk, it
is reasonable to suggest that Yi adolescents may have a heightened emotional response
associated with adversity. Their stressors should be understood in the context of Yi. The
high percentage of students indicating academic worry as one of their stressors suggests
that these young people feel pressured by the Han-driven examination-oriented education
system. Having been brought up in Yi rural village communities, Yi adolescents may feel
challenged to catch up with their schoolwork. In addition, since Yi young people see edu-
cation as a way to break their cycle of poverty [42,49], academic failure means falling back
into impoverishment and bringing disgrace to their families and village communities [49].

Furthermore, typical adolescents do not identify death and health burdens as stressors,
yet for our Yi participants, it is their reality. The high incidence of mortality and poor
health outcomes of Yi people [16] have caused many Yi children to develop a deep sense of
insecurity. In particular, Yi adolescents with parents or relatives who are sick will encounter
high medical expenditures for their families. At the same time, it also means the possibility
of losing their loved ones through death. This information points toward two plausible
conclusions about Yi adolescents: (1) the Han-driven education system is too demanding
for Yi students unaccustomed to mainstream education, causing them to experience high
levels of stress; and (2) Yi young people constantly contend with the fear of the death and
illness of those they care about, owing to limited access to health care services and financial
resources. Further research is needed to understand the stress that Yi and other ethnic
minority young people face in rural China, to promote their well-being.

In our Yi participants, a high level of post-traumatic stress is associated with a high
level of ethnic identity exploration and ethnic identity commitment over time. This finding
is consistent with the existing literature [19–21], which shows the protective effect of ethnic
identity exploration against the negative experiences of racial discrimination and poverty
in ethnic or racial minorities and indigenous youths worldwide. To cope with the stressful
feelings triggered by negative external stimuli, these adolescents need a sense of kinship
to their ethnic group to protect them from developing other undesirable psychological
and mental health outcomes [2,7,15]. Future studies shall include psychological well-
being as the outcome to portray a complete story from stress to psychological health via
ethnic identity.

Contrary to our assumption, parental loss does not affect the ethnic identity develop-
ment of Yi adolescents. While parental loss is a significant traumatic event experienced by
many, it may not affect their ethnic identity. Most orphaned Yi children were still cared for
by their extended family members, who continued to influence their ethnic identity devel-
opment [16]. Additional studies can be conducted to understand the holistic, long-term
psychological development of Yi young people who have lost their parents.
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4.3. Key Finding 3: Effect of Child–Primary Caregiver Relationships on Ethnic Identity

Those who have a secure relationship with their caregivers and those with a disen-
gaged relationship demonstrated the highest and second-highest scores on their ethnic
identity exploration scales, respectively. This result suggests that ethnic identity exploration
may mean different things to Yi participants. For those with a secured relationship with
their caregivers, ethnic identity exploration is part of their self-searching process, which
can be anxiety-provoking [10]. Having a solid relationship with their primary caregivers
supports these young people in exploring and contemplating the meaning of their ethnicity.
Therefore, they are willing to engage in ethnic identity exploration activities, even though
they may not be psychologically comfortable. However, ethnic identity exploration has
become a behavioral coping strategy for the disengaged group, especially as they do not
have their primary caregivers to fall back on [7,14]. They may selectively seek out favorable
information about Yi to boost their self-esteem. While this strategy can be effective in
the short run, it is not healthy because it makes it difficult for Yi youths to develop a
consolidated and secured sense of self [7]. Future studies shall further differentiate be-
tween these two types of ethnic identity explorations and verify our assumption. For those
groups with optimal and deprived relatedness with their caregivers, additional qualitative
study will provide more in-depth information to explain their associations with ethnic
identity exploration.

Positive emotional quality, negative emotional quality, and proximity-seeking also
have separate effects on ethnic identity commitment. The findings suggest that proximity-
seeking may not necessarily refer to the deprivation of love but instead be an indication of a
solid relationship with caregivers that results in high levels of ethnic identity commitment.
However, in the two-way interaction effect model, the effects of the four types of relation-
ship patterns with caregivers regarding ethnic identity commitment are not statistically
significant. The findings may again indicate that while ethnic identity commitment is
essential to Yi adolescents, it is not as salient as ethnic identity exploration.

Existing literature suggests a unidimensional positive relationship between child–
caregiver relationships and ethnic identity [12,13,22,23]. Our results add new knowledge
to the field, indicating a quadratic relationship between the two factors. Future studies
shall apply our operation of child-primary caregiver relationships to offer more evidence
verifying these quadratic relationships in other ethnic and indigenous minority youth
populations and compare the findings in relation to their specific cultural contexts.

4.4. Key Finding 4: The Different Rates of Change in Ethnic Identity Exploration among Yi
Participants with Various Types of Caregivers’ Relationships

When the effect of child–primary caregiver relationships was included in the analysis,
those in the disengaged group showed the fastest increase in ethnic identity exploration
over time. This result offers additional evidence supporting our speculation on the act
of ethnic identity exploration as a coping strategy adopted by ethnic and indigenous
minority youths. By actively engaging in ethnic-related activities and discussions, these
adolescents seek kinship with their ethnic group to substitute for their relational void with
their primary caregivers.

The secured group showed a slight decline in their ethnic identity exploration over
time. This group of students may not feel an increasing need to engage in Yi-related
activities to enhance their self-searching process. Some may even be gradually reaching
ethnic identity resolution throughout the school year [3]. Hence, we observed a slight and
weak decline in their ethnic identity exploration.

Despite the declining trend, the secured group continued to score higher in their ethnic
identity exploration than the disengaged group over the two data waves. The result implies
that the secured group is still most active in their search for the meaning of Yi and is ready
to internalize both positive and negative information about their ethnic group. Conversely,
for the disengaged group, ethnic identity exploration involves merely participating in an
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ethnic-related event for desirable ethnic information, serving the dual purposes of ego
protection and feelings of ethnic attachment [10].

The rate of change in the optimal and the deprived groups lay between the secured
and disengaged groups, with the figures being quite similar. Current findings did not offer
enough information for us to understand the results. Future studies shall be carried out to
investigate the meaning of ethnic identity exploration to these two groups of adolescents.

4.5. Key Finding 5: The Moderating Effect of Relatedness with Caregivers between Post-Traumatic
Stress and Ethnic Identity Exploration

The effect of post-traumatic stress on ethnic identity exploration was attenuated
in positive child–primary caregiver relationships. For Yi adolescents who had a secure
relationship with their primary caregivers, the magnitude of the association between post-
traumatic stress and ethnic identity exploration was negative and weak. On the other hand,
the magnitude between post-traumatic stress and ethnic identity exploration was strongest
for the disengaged group.

Such a finding implies the buffering effect of positive caregiver relationships on
reducing the negative impact of the adversities experienced by young Yi people. Secured
Yi adolescents do not need a robust ethnic identity to protect them from the adverse effect
of their stress symptoms because they have their primary caregivers to fall back on [4].
However, for the disengaged group, strong ethnic identity exploration is a necessary process
that helps them to build a solid connection with their ethnic group without the support
of their caregivers [4]. Among those with optimal and deprived relationships, the effect
of post-traumatic stress on ethnic identity exploration was weaker than for those in the
disengaged group, yet stronger than for the secured group. This finding offers additional
evidence supporting the buffering effect of positive child–caregiver relationships.

The current result echoes the ethnic identity development theory, which postulates
the protective effect of ethnic identity [4,7]. New knowledge is added to underscore the
importance of positive child–primary caregiver relationships in other ethnic minorities or
indigenous populations. Ethnic minorities having positive relationships with their care-
givers tend to be less affected by negative external stimuli, and the protective mechanism
of strong ethnic identity is thus not activated.

5. Strengths and Limitations

To our knowledge, this is one of the first research studies that attempts to adopt a
longitudinal research design to understand the ethnic identity development of adolescents
in rural China. A longitudinal design allows us to draw causal relationships between the
effects of post-traumatic stress symptoms and primary caregiver relationships on ethnic
identity development. Moreover, the conceptual framework of this research is built on
both the ethnic identity development theory and attachment theory. The discussion of our
findings is also based on a solid theoretical foundation, which offers additional grounding
for us to explain the results.

The findings of this study shall be interpreted in light of the following limitations.
While this study adopted a longitudinal design, only two waves of data on the participants’
ethnic identity over one school year were obtained. Collecting longitudinal information in
China’s secondary school setting is difficult because the research team would often need the
consent of school management to administer the survey. As research progressed, there was
an increased sensitivity to the notion of ethnic identity in China. As such, the participating
schools advised us not to collect information on the ethnic identity of participating students
in the third wave of research. Additional waves would provide a more comprehensive
picture of the trajectory of ethnic identity in ethnic minority young people.

In addition, while we knew that the Yi adolescents of this study suffered from child-
hood poverty, we could not capture their various degrees of impoverishment experience.
The community organization did not feel comfortable about the team collecting information
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on the participants’ family financial situations, with concerns of negative repercussions
when reminded of the disparity between the participants regarding their family situation.

Furthermore, the exceptionally high rates of having post-traumatic stress risk in our
participants may be related to the cross-cultural application of CRIES. While it is inarguable
that the Yi have undergone the collective trauma of poverty, parental loss, HIV/AIDS,
and stigmatization, which will lead to higher levels of post-traumatic stress symptoms,
additional studies should be conducted to conceptualize the notion of post-traumatic stress
in Yi youths and other ethnic minority young people in rural China.

Moreover, some students might have felt obligated to fill out the survey in classroom
settings or to offer socially desirable answers. Instead of perceiving it as research partici-
pation, they might see it as an assignment that they needed to complete for school. Even
though the research team repeatedly emphasized that participation was voluntary, some
students might still perceive it as a mandatory task.

Finally, using an entire classroom to complete a survey was not the best way to
achieve sample randomization. However, the school management expressed concern about
singling out certain students to complete the survey. Hence, the project team decided to
use the classroom as a unit and randomly selected classrooms from a school to fill out
the questionnaires.

6. Implications

Considering the similar boarding school experiences of Yi and other ethnic minority
young people in rural China, the findings of this study can be extended to other ethnic
minority populations in the country, with practice, policy, and research implications. In
practice, the findings of this study highlight the salience of ethnic identity exploration
during adolescence. As ethnic minority youths in China’s rural villages tend to board at
their schools, the school management will have to facilitate them in their search for the
meaning of their ethnicity in relation to their sense of self. Programs that support the
ethnic identity search process should go beyond mere participation in cultural activities.
Interventions can aim at guiding ethnic minority young people to develop a genuine
understanding of their ethnicity and resolve the negative information they receive about
their ethnic group. Constant reflection and sharing workshops in school settings are
necessary to achieve this aim.

The current results also highlight the protective effect of ethnic identity on the most
vulnerable group of ethnic minority adolescents, i.e., those experiencing high levels of stress
and having disengaged relationships with their primary caregivers. This group requires a
strong connection with their ethnic group to preserve their well-being. While efforts have
to be made to connect them with their culture, a more pressing need is to facilitate these
young people in building a healthy sense of self, including their ethnicity. As mentioned,
they may tend to only search for positive information about their ethnicity during the
ethnic identity exploration process. Interventions must focus on supporting these young
people in embracing their ethnic identity and internalizing the good and bad points of their
cultural group. This process of ethnic identity exploration is stress-inducing [10]. However,
this is also a rite of passage that all ethnic minority adolescents have to experience to build
a solid and secure sense of self [7].

While schooling continues to be the best strategy to break the cycle of poverty of ethnic
minorities in rural China [37], fostering the holistic development of ethnic minority youths,
including positive child–caregiver relationships, is also vital to improve their adulthood
outcomes. We also see the importance of primary caregivers on the well-being of ethnic
minority youths even after they enrolled in boarding schools. Especially for students who
indicated having a disengaged and deprived relationship with their caregivers, school
management may need to make extra efforts to understand these young people and their
home environment. After all, adolescence is a stage marked by volatile child–caregiver
relationships, especially when youths struggle for independence while longing for the
recognition of their caregivers.
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Policymakers and the government can also use this research information to improve
the child-caregiver relationships and ethnic identity development of ethnic minorities in
rural China, particularly those who have gone through traumatic experiences. Our current
research suggests the protective effect of these two factors against negative developments.
This information serves as the basis for the formulation of family and culturally oriented
evidence-based policy that focuses on enhancing the well-being of Yi adolescents and
possibly other ethnic minority groups in rural China. On the family level, child-caregiver
relationships can be improved via first understanding the difficulties of primary caregivers
in their caregiving experiences, especially among grandparents in rural ethnic minority
villages. Culturally appropriate child-rearing training can also be provided to these care-
givers to build positive relationships with ethnic minority youths. In terms of education,
the rural education curriculum can consider including ethnic knowledge and cultural
integration materials alongside other core subjects to support ethnic minority young people
in understanding their own and the mainstream Han history and culture.

From a research perspective, this study used Yi adolescents as a case study to offer
first-hand evidence on the ethnic identity development of young ethnic minorities in ru-
ral China. Considering that over 100 million ethnic minorities are scattered in the rural
parts of the country, future research projects can extend the current research framework to
other ethnic minority groups in the region. Attention shall also be placed on bi-cultural
identity development, especially for ethnic minorities who need to navigate themselves
in a Han-dominated society. A comprehensive longitudinal study can be launched to
examine the effects of various system-level factors, i.e., family, ethnic community, schools,
and Han-dominated social atmosphere, on their ethnic identity and bi-cultural identity
development. Evidence gathered from such a nationwide study will offer valuable infor-
mation to build a culturally sensitive identity development model that can promote the
self-development of ethnic minorities in rural China. The findings of this study also pave
the way for the implementation of cross-cultural research examining the ethnic identity
development of indigenous populations who have undergone traumatic experiences in
non-Western settings. These studies will increase the awareness of the cultural significance
and maintenance of ethnic and indigenous minorities in the global context.
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